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Prep - Learning @ Home - Term 3, Week 7 

 

Suggested time guide for daily learning activities 

Subject Suggested Time 

Literacy - Reading (including daily practice) 30 - 45 minutes, daily 

Literacy - Writing (including daily practice) 30 -45 minutes, daily 

Maths (including daily practice) 30-45  minutes, daily 

Specialists 30 minutes, once each per week 

 

Meeting link (for morning check-in, daily drop-in and Friday Funday meetings) 

Class Meeting link Meeting number 

Prep RS (Bianca) https://eduvic.webex.com/meet/elliott.bianca.l 576 328 474 

Prep DS (Diana) https://eduvic.webex.com/meet/stefanovic.diana.d 572 290 354 

Prep HW (Hannah) 
https://eduvic.webex.com/meet/whitaker.hannah.
c 

574 206 547 

Prep SS (Sarah & Lisa) https://eduvic.webex.com/meet/smith.sarah.l3  570 972 408 

 

Educational Screen Time Options 

There may be days when parental workplace pressures render it tricky to assist your child with their learning. If you 
need screen time for your child, here are some quality educational shows that connect with, and support, your 
child/ren’s learning outcomes; 
                    Number Blocks                                         Alpha Blocks                                                   Science Max 
                                                         Play School                                                 Mister Maker 
Little J & Big Cuz: In an Australian first, SBS television show Little J & Big Cuz provides young Indigenous relatable 
characters and offers an insight into traditional Aboriginal culture, country and language. 

 
 
 
N.B. It is very important that the Learning at Home Program doesn’t overly disrupt a harmonious family life.  If things 
aren’t working out on any given day, please take a break or stop for the day.  If you need a lighter day, the daily practise 
activities are the best place to start.  

https://eduvic.webex.com/meet/elliott.bianca.l
https://eduvic.webex.com/meet/stefanovic.diana.d
https://eduvic.webex.com/meet/whitaker.hannah.c
https://eduvic.webex.com/meet/whitaker.hannah.c
https://eduvic.webex.com/meet/smith.sarah.l3
https://www.sbs.com.au/nitv/jarjums?qt-kids_programs=0#qt-kids_programs
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DAILY PRACTISE ACTIVITIES 
Activities we suggest be completed each day. 

Reading  

Phonics practise: 
1) Practise saying the name and sound for all the letters of the alphabet.  
You can follow along with Tarsh in this Cued Articulation clip.   
2) Choose any, or all, of these short digraph clips to remind yourself about letters and their sounds:  
  /ai/ and /ay/  or the three sounds of /ch/ or long /oo/ or the two sounds of /th/ or about the magic 'e'. 
 
High frequency words practise:  
Practise reading the high frequency words on lists 1, 2 and 3 and list 4. You could watch one of the videos, at your 
level, and try to read each word yourself: HFWs Lists 1&2 or HFWs Lists 3&4 or  HFW Lists 5&6  
 
Independent Reading practise: 
Read your take home books and Songs, Rhymes and Chants for 15 minutes every day.  
You will also find online reading books through ActiveLearn (Pearson Education) using your child’s unique log-in 
information and Speld Decodable Readers (no login details required). 

Writing  

Handwriting practise:  
Play ‘Ants in the Apple’ (https://tinyurl.com/AintheA) and write one capital and one lower case letter for each verse. 
Then work along with our handwriting videos on Tail Letters, Anticlockwise Letters or Downward Strokes. 
 

High frequency word practise:  

● Write individual letters on clothes pegs and peg words onto a line or a clipboard. 

● Look at the word - then say it, sound it, spell it, cover it up, write it and, lastly, check it. 

● See if you can find words that follow the magic e rule  (e.g. snake, late, time, drove). 

● See if you can find words with the two th sounds, three ch sounds, ai/ay and oi/oy. 

● Write words on a piece of paper, cut them into individual letters, mix them up then put them back together. 

● Watch one of the videos, at your level, and try to write each word yourself: HFWs Lists 1&2 or HFWs Lists 3&4 or 
HFW Lists 5&6 or HFWs List 7 

Maths  

Number practise: 
● Record (write) the numbers from 0 to 20 in your book. 
● Practise friends to 10 and friends to 20. 
● Say numbers forwards from 0 - 20, and backwards from 20 to 0, without looking at the numbers. 
● Choose any number and count on from here to 20. 
● Choose any number and name the number before and after it. 
● Practise your skip counting by 10s, 5s and 2s.  
● Skip Counting with Emma;  The Singing Walrus Counting by 5s; Skip Counting by 10s - The Singing Walrus 
● Need a little more? Practise skip counting by 4s and 7s. 

 

 

 

 

 

https://youtu.be/ZLpLg9phlHQ
https://youtu.be/BGrIyCT7nK0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JqQz6r6lBB8
https://youtu.be/7zdjjjuV1ao
https://youtu.be/KPAtWnXL7UY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bZhl6YcrxZQ
https://youtu.be/c_97nM8U8-Q
https://youtu.be/pJJGAew__vY
https://youtu.be/ds7imdkgBg8
https://www.activelearnprimary.com.au/login?c=0
https://www.speldsa.org.au/SPELD-SA-Phonic-Readers-New-Series
https://youtu.be/XstsBiKDpKs
https://tinyurl.com/AintheA
https://youtu.be/9q5VNB6vLjw
https://youtu.be/FDz9ofushnE
https://youtu.be/E-VpLVhwThk
https://youtu.be/c_97nM8U8-Q
https://youtu.be/pJJGAew__vY
https://youtu.be/ds7imdkgBg8
https://youtu.be/4d8eqf20gU8
https://youtu.be/cdlxSwokZRw
https://youtu.be/4J_ea2JttAU
https://youtu.be/4TkbLhkKSm0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5FaBDqOmiyI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-gmEe0-_ex8
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Day One 

Reading Focus: Sequencing events in a story 

Daily Practise (for 15 mins each day including independent reading of books from ActiveLearn or your home library) 
 
Task: YAY…. It’s a BOOK WEEK!!! Time to dive deeper into books, and explore this year's theme ‘Old Worlds, New 
Worlds, Other Worlds’. Have you decided what story character you are going to be dressed as?  
Enjoy one of the shortlisted stories ‘Your Birthday Was The Best!’ read to you by Diana. Tell your teddy what the story 
was about. What happened at the beginning, in the middle and at the end of the story? 

Writing Focus: Book report 

Daily Practise (for 15 mins each day) 
 

Task: To celebrate our love of books, choose your most loved book to write a report about. A report is a 
way of giving a snapshot of a book to someone that encourages them to read it too. Use the ‘Book 
Report’ template on page 12 to help you organise your ideas. You need to include the title, author, a 
summary, a rating out of 5 stars and lastly a picture of a favourite scene or the front cover.  

Maths Focus: Revising patterns 

Daily Practise (for 15 mins each day) 
Vocabulary: pattern, repeats, element, again  
 
Task: Listen as Hannah reminds you about some of the patterns that we have looked at already this year. A pattern is 
something that repeats itself and we have found patterns in music, in nature, in fabrics (like your school uniform or 
your curtains).  Follow along with the Patterns Practice Song and have a bit of fun creating Train Patterns. Then work 
through the patterns worksheet; notice each pattern and continue it by repeating the same pattern to fill in the gaps.  
It is important that you stick this worksheet into your book because you will need it tomorrow. 
 
Extension: Draw some repeating patterns of your own. Which one is the most complex? Do check that there is a 
repeating element - something must repeat, again and again, to be a pattern. 

Health: Positivity and Gratitude 

Positivity: Being positive means ‘looking on the bright side’ and finding at least one small ‘good bit’ within everything 
that happens. Watch the story of ‘Two Frogs in Trouble’ (a fable from Russia). One of the two frogs always looks on the 
bright side of things. 

● When have you been positive or looked on the bright side? 
● Have a listen to some cheery songs, and notice how songs and singing can help you feel more positive:  

What a Wonderful World, Here Comes the Sun, Zip-a-dee-doo-dah 
Showing Gratitude: Gratitude is being thankful for the big things (like having a warm bed to sleep in) and the little 
things (like sharing a moment of sunshine, or having a warm cat to stroke).   

● Draw a tree on a big piece of paper, or use the template available at the end of the document.   
● Draw a leaf on the tree each day; inside your leaf, write a word or draw a picture to show what you are grateful 

for. 

 

 

 

https://youtu.be/MBjjxSx45-Q
https://www.topmarks.co.uk/ordering-and-sequencing/shape-patterns
https://youtu.be/NP7TDxP0_Zw
https://youtu.be/21LGv8Cf0us
https://youtu.be/xUNqsfFUwhY
https://youtu.be/MzVvGOJH8FY
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Day Two 

TUESDAY IS BOOK PARADE DAY 

All children are invited to come to the morning check-in in their book character inspired outfit. 

Reading Focus: Sequencing events in a story 

Daily Practise (for 15 mins each day including independent reading of books from ActiveLearn or your home library) 
 
Task: This week we’re celebrating the wonderful world of books. Enjoy another shortlisted story, ‘We Love You 
Magoo’ by Briony Stewart. WOOF WOOF! You’ve landed in the world of DOGS! Once you have listened to the story, 
you can choose to draw a picture of Magoo and label your drawing with adjectives (describing words, like ‘brown 
eyes’) and/or cut out the events from the story (available at the end of this document) and paste them back into the 
correct order.  

Writing Focus: Book Week Parade writing 

Daily Practise (for 15 mins each day) 
 
Task: You are going to write about dressing up for Book Week for our morning meeting today. Watch the 
Seesaw video to help you organise your writing. You can write about your chosen character and how you 
felt at the morning meeting.      
e.g. Today I dressed up as a butterfly from the book, ‘The Very Hungry Caterpillar’. I loved seeing 
everyone’s costumes and reading some favourite books with my friends.  

Maths Focus: Repeating number patterns 

Daily Practise (for 15 mins each day) 
Vocabulary: pattern, repeats, element, again  
 
Task: The patterns that we copied and continued yesterday, could also be written as numbers. 
For example, this pattern: 

                           could be written as 1 2 1 2 1 2 

And this pattern: 

A B C C A B C C could be written as 1 2 3 3 1 2 3 3 

These numeric patterns are called ‘repeating number patterns’, and you’re going to return to your work from 
yesterday and record each pattern as a repeating number pattern.   

Hint: the first pattern, ⬜  △  ⬜  △  ⬜  △, will be recorded as 1, 2, 1, 2, 1, 2. 

 
Extension: Return to the repeating patterns of your own that you drew yesterday, and record each of these as a 
repeating number pattern. 

P.E. 

Use Seesaw to watch a short PE welcome and explanation video. 
Opening/Warm-up – Complete the short, three-minute workout found in the link. 
Catching – We are continuing to work on catching. Spend one minute watching the video found in the next link. It 
simply gives you some tips to help you catch a ball.  Now it is time to complete some more catching challenges. Click 
on this next link and try to complete the challenges as well as you can. They are a bit more difficult than last week’s 
activities.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oGofd_WbJCM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FTNE65QXpO8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T3kvqbiohC8&t=9s
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Good luck. 
Optional bonus activity – If you feel like doing a little extra, complete as many of the exercises as you wish from the 
grid below. 

Complete 20 strong punches in the 
air, 10 with each hand 

Do 30 star jumps 
  

Keep your feet together and do 
15 kangaroo jumps 

 Do 10 sit ups 
Sit on your bottom with legs 

crossed and stand up as tall as 
you can 10 times 

Complete 20 strong forward 
kicks in the air, 10 with each leg 

Balance on 2 hands and 2 feet 
with your tummy facing down and 
complete a ‘dog walk’ for as long 

as you can 

 Bounce and catch a ball 20 
times 

Balance on one foot for 10 
seconds. Swap feet and repeat 

 

STARTING THIS WEEK: ONLINE DRAMA CLUB  
Let’s laugh our socks off, on Tuesday at 2pm: all are welcome! 

Meeting link: https://eduvic.webex.com/eduvic/j.php?MTID=m216f4a3f3996c36920892561c52e223f 

Meeting number: 165 518 8424      Password: aZBQ44pJnP6      Hosted by Michelle Sullivan 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

https://eduvic.webex.com/eduvic/j.php?MTID=m216f4a3f3996c36920892561c52e223f
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Day Three  

Reading Focus: Finding facts 

Daily Practise (for 15 mins each day including independent reading of books from ActiveLearn or your home library) 
 
Task: This week we’re celebrating the wonderful world of books. Watch the link and listen to the story, ‘Busy Beaks’ by 
Sarah Allen. Flap your wings! You’ve landed in the world of BIRDS! Today you’re going to have fun with a ‘word 
search’. Can you find five or more bird names located in the word search (available at the end of this document)? A 
blank template is also available if you would like to make your own word search. 

Writing Focus: Character descriptions  

Daily Practise (for 15 mins each day) 
 
Task: Choose one of the Australian birds from the story ‘Busy Beaks’ and draw it in the middle of your 
page. Write adjectives and facts around your picture to describe the bird. Use the link from reading to help 
remind you of the different birds and their features.  
e.g. The little penguins carefully waddle back to land under the cover of darkness. They cannot fly but are incredible 
swimmers. They have black and white bodies. 

Maths Focus: Growing number patterns 

Daily Practise (for 15 mins each day) 
Vocabulary: pattern, repeats, element, again 
 
Task: Number patterns can be repeating (like 1, 2, 3, 1, 2, 3, 1, 2, 3) and they can also be growing (like 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 or 
2, 4, 6, 8, 10) so when we skip count we are creating a growing number pattern. Listen to Hannah explain the idea of 
growing patterns. Use the ‘growing number patterns’ worksheet; notice the patterns and fill in the missing numbers. 
 
Extension: Keep stretching yourself! Use the empty sheet of caterpillars (page 19) to have a go at recording some 
growing number patterns of your own. How many can you think of?  And can you explain the repeating rule each 
time? 
Get as fancy as you like, so long as you can explain the repeating rule (for example, a really tricky growing number 
pattern is: 2, 5, 11, 23, 47 where the repeating rule is double the number and then add one). 

Art 

Week 7 Art – The Elements of Art 
This week is about The Elements of Art.  Click on the speaker in the top right corner of the slide to hear the 
information in the slide. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://youtu.be/WlW1hyW3G-o
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1cgOp70xgP__kYoBcAcYR5wzuGAHR3Fdwln66fC8FXik/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1cgOp70xgP__kYoBcAcYR5wzuGAHR3Fdwln66fC8FXik/edit?usp=sharing
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Day Four 

Reading and 
Writing 

Focus: Role Play/Story development 

Daily Practise (for 15 mins each day including independent reading of books from ActiveLearn or your home library) 
 
Task: This week we’re celebrating the wonderful world of books.  Watch the link and listen to the story 
‘Who's Your Real Mum?’ by Bernadette Green. Snuggle up with your favourite soft toy or family member - 
you’ve landed in the world of FAMILIES.  

1. Draw a picture of each member of your family and cut them out to make little stick puppets.  
2. Write down in your book who they are and what makes them special. 
3. Now use your puppets to create your own role play/show about an activity or experience you like to do 

together as a family.  

Maths Focus: Growing number patterns / open ended task  

Daily Practise (for 15 mins each day) 
Vocabulary: pattern, repeats, element, again 
 
Task: A hundreds chart can be useful to help us to notice and record growing number 
patterns.  There are so many different growing number patterns - how many can you 
create? You could skip count by twos, fives, tens to get you started. Use the page of 
hundreds charts on page 20 to create and colour in patterns, and then record these in your 
book. For example, here is the start of a pattern 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30... can you record this 
and continue the pattern? 
 
If you need to, print more than one page of these charts to show all of your ideas… This is an open-ended task, there 
are countless correct patterns, so challenge yourself to keep on creating number patterns. 
 
Extension: If all of your patterns are growing number patterns, consider that there are also shrinking number patterns, 
where numbers follow a pattern and decrease / get smaller.  A classic example would be 10, 9, 8, 7, 6, 5, 4, 3, 2, 1. Have 
a go at recording some shrinking number patterns. 

Performing Arts 

Here is the link for Performing Arts. Please upload your costume designs to Seesaw. 

  

https://youtu.be/vPFSoHNv1qs
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1swMHDSUzBD5Jsz7G0Be9mMRqNtif6joI8aKJmXKSk6I/edit#slide=id.ge9a365b420_0_0
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Day Five  

Reading Focus: Word choice 

Daily Practise (for 15 mins each day including independent reading of books from ActiveLearn or your home library) 
 
Task: This week we’re celebrating the wonderful world of books.  Enjoy another shortlisted story ‘Norton and Bear,’ 
read to you by Bianca. Welcome, you’ve landed in the world of individuals! A land where everyone BELONGS! 
Can you hear amazing word choices the author has used in this story? Now you get to choose between two activities 
(available at the end of the document). 1. A Venn Diagram to compare Norton and Bear. How are they similar and 
different? OR 2. Draw yourself wearing an outfit. What colour hat will you choose? Will you choose shorts or a dress? 
Remember everyone is special and unique, so be creative!  

Writing Focus: My Ideal World 

Daily Practise (for 15 mins each day) 
 
Task: ‘Old worlds, new worlds, other worlds’ by Shaun Tan won the book of the year award. The title of 
the book sparked a wondering in your teachers… What is your ideal world? 
 
Today you will draw what your ideal world looks like and write about what makes it special.                     
E.g. My ideal world is a world at night. Where bats fly, stars glisten and the streets are quiet and calm.  

Maths Focus: Revising patterns: patterns around you (in your home, garden or neighbourhood) 

Daily Practise (for 15 mins each day) 
Vocabulary: pattern, repeats, element, again 
 
Task: Spend some time wandering around your home, your street or your local park. Look and listen for patterns. Can 
you find growing number patterns on the house numbers along your street (or shrinking number patterns, perhaps, 
depending on how you walk along your street)? Can you hear patterns in the music you are playing? Clap and stomp to 
find the beat. Can you find something in your wardrobe or on your doona cover with a repeating pattern on it? What 
about a spider’s web or a brick wall or in the honeycomb in your kitchen cupboard?  
Record some of these patterns in your scrapbook.   

                                            
Extension: Growing number patterns are great fun - stretch yourself and have a go at the ‘extension number patterns’ 
worksheet. 

Indonesian 

Hai anak-anak.  
Click here for this week’s Indonesian lesson. 
Have fun,  

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1zLWZ6uUxJoH4ZEK0wI-S5kjf3TPFGVgSEXA9fVP2ego/edit?usp=sharing
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Pak Ben 

Daily Practise: High Frequency Word Lists 

Practise reading and writing these words independently. 

 List 1 

as a I is 

at it in am 

*the *was man an 

*of *to sat and 

his on not *said 

  

List 2 

me he be we 

so no go big 

bad us if up 

him had *has got 

like play *because park 

 

List 3 

dog *are can get 

with *one went *they 

run but let *into 
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ran sit red like 

girl boy friend school 

 

 

 

List 4 

from *do she *have 

*you *your her *her 

old just did must 

my by fly why 

or for jump *saw 

* These are ‘heart words’ that students need to learn by heart, rather than reading by sounding them out.   
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Daily practise: Handwriting guide 
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Day One - Writing - Book Report 
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Day One - Maths - Patterns 
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Day One - Health - Gratitude Tree 
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Day Two - Reading - Sequencing story events of a story ‘We Love You Magoo’ 

Cut out each box and paste them back in the correct order. 

 

  

Magoo drinks from the toilet.  

  

Magoo scratches the door.  

  

Magoo eats the teddy. 

  

Magoo jumps in the car.  

  

Magoo eats breakfast. 
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Day Three - Reading - ‘Word Search’ 
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Day Three - Reading - Make your own ‘Word Search’ 
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Day Three - Maths - Growing Number Patterns 
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Day Three - Maths - Growing Number Patterns 
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Day Four - Maths - Hundreds Charts 

 

                 

 

                

                

Day Five - Reading - Venn Diagram  
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Day 5 - Writing - My Ideal World 
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Day Five - Maths - Extension Number Patterns 

 

 

 

2. Describe the pattern 

Look at this pattern, describe what you see and write this below. 

45  -  38  -  31  -  24  -  17  -  10  -  3 

 

______________________________________________________________________ 

 

______________________________________________________________________ 

 

______________________________________________________________________ 

 

3. Make up your own number pattern. Then describe what is happening in your pattern. 

 

______________________________________________________________________ 

 

______________________________________________________________________ 

 

______________________________________________________________________ 
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